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BOWL WITH RING 14 CM SILVER
PLATED
Serie: Silver plated Serie: 14 cm Serie:
Vertigo versilbert
Order number: 3570660250734
Hersteller: Christofle

€410.00 *
Prices incl. VAT plus shipping costs

Ready to ship today, delivery time appr. 1-3 workdays
Also available in our Store at Königsallee 42 in Düsseldorf.

Product information "Bowl with Ring 14 cm silver plated"

Manufacturer: Christofle
Design: Andrée Putman
Series: Vertigo
Diameter: 14 cm
Material: silver plating

Christofle, Vertigo, bowl with ring, ø 14 cm, silver-plated
Created by French designer Andrée Putman for traditional company Christofle, the Vertigo series features a thick, subtly asymmetrical
ring that rounds off the extraordinary silver pieces in style. This theme also features in the silver-plated bowl, which has a diameter of
14 cm. Its beautiful shape reflects the sophisticated elegance of the collection and automatically makes any content an eye-catcher.
The extensive collection also offers other versions of the bowl as well as many stylish interior and table accessories that let their
surroundings radiate inspiration and brilliance.

About Christofle
The silver pieces from Christofle's Vertigo collection surprise with simple elegance and detailed sophistication. Created by the French
interior designer Andrée Putman, these exceptional pieces feature a distinctive asymmetrical ring that tastefully adorns trays,
candlesticks and other interior accessories.
The traditional French company Christofle is a master in the processing of silver. With passionate craftsmanship and perfection, the
luxury brand produces exclusive cutlery, as well as tableware, jewelry, accessories, barware and home decoration in its manufactory in
Yainville in Normandy. In doing so, Christofle combines tradition and expertise from almost 200 years of company history with the
highest quality, elegance and zeitgeist in its exquisite products.

Related links to "Bowl with Ring 14 cm silver plated"

- Do you have any questions concerning this product?

- Further products by Christofle

https://www.franzen.de/en/payment-and-dispatch
https://www.franzen.de/en/store
https://www.franzen.de/en/anfrage-formular?sInquiry=detail&sOrdernumber=3570660250734
https://www.franzen.de/en/christofle/

